(2/+1) m P,m -sin 9 cos 9 dcos0 P,' sin 9 = (/+ l)(/ + m)(/ + m -l ) P^1 + /(/-wi + l)(/-u i + 2) Pt™71 (2/+1) sin 29dcos0P r = (/+ l)(/ + m) ! -/(/ -m + 1) //+ j (11) (2/+ 1) P™ For the hydrogen-solution of electrodynamics, as If we replace m by ( -m) in (6) and (7) and employ the we shall see later, we need the simplest form in polar well-known relation [2] coordiates for the expressions
(2/+1) m P,m -sin 9 cos 9 dcos0 P,' sin 9 = (/+ l)(/ + m)(/ + m -l ) P^1 + /(/-wi + l)(/-u i + 2) Pt™71 (2/+1) sin 29dcos0P r = (/+ l)(/ + m) ! -/(/ -m + 1) //+ j (11) (2/+ 1) P™ For the hydrogen-solution of electrodynamics, as If we replace m by ( -m) in (6) and (7) and employ the we shall see later, we need the simplest form in polar well-known relation [2] coordiates for the expressions
(dl + id 2) t P = (dl + id 2)C R(r) P™ (cos 9) eim* (1) d + m). we then obtain the even simpler recurrence relations (13) After a discussion of the one-component Schrödinger (1926) and the four-component Dirac (1928) represention of (2/+ 1) cos 9 P™ = (/ + m) Ptm 1 + (/ -m + 1) + x, hydrogen it is shown that the six-component electrodynamic picture turns out to be considerably simpler and clearer. The | 1 -j 1 computational effort is reduced to a fraction.
sin 9 = ----,
(2/+ 1) sin 9 P,m = -P m , t } + P^1 , / m In order to obtain these two simplicia we consider the (2/+ 1) well-known operators /}m + sin 9 cos 9 dcos6 P,' (dl ± id 2) = e±i,t' sin 9 dr + cos r sin 9 sin 9 = (l+ l)P l1 + l 1+ lP im +V ■ (14)
and d3 = cos 9 dr sin 9
In order to finally obtain the desired form in polar coordinates for (1) we insert (3) and use (13) and ( For more clarity we introduce the operator (dr + a/r) R = R a (a: arbitrary)
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and thus obtain for (1) the desired form (dt ± i d j CRPlme±im* Q e±i(m+l)<t' = 21+1 (~R l+1pr-V + R -iP iiV ). a s)
In order to obtain (2) also in an analogous form, we first insert from (4) and then from (8), (9) Moreover we note that the spherical harmonics have been generalized some time ago such that the most general form turns out to an entire function of m and / [3] . In such a generality the functions are there fore unique and continuous and can be differentiated after both indices. Halfinteger forms as, e.g., pm+l/2 = />»« +1/2 (COS0)
thus are uniquely defined.
